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SUBJECT: SUMMARY PROGRAM DESCRIPTION FOR THE NON-CONTRIBUTORY
LONG TERM DISABILITY PROGRAM
Attached is the Summary Program Description (SPD) for Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida's Non-Contributory National Long Term Disability Program. Significant
changes have been made to the LTD program to include more LTD case management
techniques, vocational rehabilitation services and improved claims review procedures.
This SPD is updated as of June 1, 1995.
Should you have any questions concerning this program, please contact either
Shirley Troutman at 904/791-6408 or Cheryl Acevedo at 904/363-4624, in the
Compensation and Benefits department.
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If it should happen that program fiduciaries misuse the program's money, or if
you are discriminated against for asserting your rights, you may seek
assistance from the U.S. Department of Labor, or you may file suit in a federal
court. The court will decide who should pay court costs and legal fees. If you
are successful, the court may order the person you have sued to pay these costs
and fees. If you lose, the court may order you to pay these costs and fees, for
example if it finds your claim is frivolous.
If you have any questions about your program, you should contact your
employer. If you have any questions about this statement or about your rights
under ERISA, you should contact the nearest Area Office of the U.S. Labor
Management Services Administration, Department of Labor.

Summary Program
Description
For the
Non-Contributory National
Long Term Disability
Program
Adopted by

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc.

An independent licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
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Your Rights Under ERISA
As a participant in the National Long Term Disability Program you are entitled
to certain rights and protections under the federal law known as the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). ERISA provides that all
participants shall be entitled to:
(1) Examine, without charge, at the Program Administrator's office and at
other specified locations, such as your employer's office, all program·
documents and copies of all documents filed by the Program Administrator
with the U.S. Department of Labor, such as detailed annual reports and
program descriptions.
(2) Obtain copies of all program documents and other program information
upon written request to the Program Administrator. The Administrator may
make a reasonable charge for the copies.
(3) Receive a summary of the program's annual financial report. The Program
Administrator is required by law to furnish each participant with a copy of this
summary annual report.
In addition to creating rights for program participants, ERISA imposes duties
upon the people who are responsible for the operation of the employee benefit
program. The people who operate your program, called "fiduciaries" of the
program, have a duty to do so prudently and solely in the interest of you and
other program participants.
No one, including your employer, or any other person, may fire you or
otherwise discriminate against you in any way to prevent you from obtaining
an employee welfare benefit or exercising your rights under ERISA. ERISA
also states that, if your claim for a benefit is denied in whole or in part, you
must receive a written explanation of the reason for the denial. You have the
right to have the program review and reconsider your claim.
Under ERISA, there are steps you can take to enforce these rights. For
instance, if you request materials from the program and do not receive them
within 30 days, you may file suit in a federal court. In such case, the court may
require the Program Administrator to provide the materials and pay you up to
$100 a day until you receive the materials, unless the materials were not sent
because of reasons beyond the control of the Administrator. If you have a
claim for benefits which is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you may file
suit in a state or federal court.

Summary Program Description
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terminates participation in this program, or if the entire program is terminated,
no disability benefits shall be paid if you become disabled after the termination
date. If the entire program is terminated while you are receiving monthly LTD
benefits, generally you and the other disabled participants will continue to
receive monthly benefits to the extent the participating employers have
sufficiently funded the Trust Fund.

Introduction
Although most of us prefer not to think about it, the possibility of a serious
injury or illness is something we can't afford to ignore. It's true your health
insurance program will help pay your medical bills, but are you able to pay
your everyday expenses if you are unable to work for an extended period
because of a serious disability?
To help ensure financial security for you and your family during an extended
disability, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. provides the Non
Contributory National Long Term Disability Program -- or LTD program for
short. The LTD program is designed to be a source of income if you are unable
to work because you are disabled. The major provisions of your LTD program
-- as it applies to all active program participants as of June 1, 1995 -- are
summarized on the following pages.
Separate program descriptions that highlight the major provisions of the
program are prepared for most participants who are currently receiving
disability benefits. For such participants, however, the amount of the disability
benefit and other provisions are determined in accordance with the terms of
the program in effect on the date of disability. If you are a disabled participant
currently receiving disability benefits, contact your employer or the Program
Administrator for a copy of the Summary Program Description in effect on your
date of disability.
Please keep in mind that this is only a general summary of the provisions of the
complete legal documents that govern the program, its administration and the
payment of benefits. This general summary is designed to highlight certain of
the most important provisions that govern the program. It does not contain
every detail or the specific terms of the program. The rights and obligations of
participants and beneficiaries under the program are governed by the legal
documents. If there is any conflict between what is said in this summary
program description and the language of the program itself as set forth in
the legal documents, the program document language will prevail. You can
examine these documents without charge or receive your own copy by
contacting your employer.
If you have any questions about the program after reading this description,
please contact your employer or the Program Administrator.
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Agent For Service of Legal Process
Legal process may be served on:
Executive Director
National Employee Benefits Administration
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
676 North St. Clair Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611
In addition, legal process may be served on the Program Administrator or the
Program Trustee.

Participating Organizations
You can receive a complete list of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield organizations
which have adopted the program from your employer or the Program
Administrator.

Employment Non-guarantee
Participation in the program does not create any right to continued
employment or re-employment after disability.

Non-alienation of Benefits
Program benefits are not subject to sale, pledge, levy or any other transfer to
meet debts or obligations.

When You Cannot Manage Your Finances
If you are unable to manage your finances, under some circumstances
arrangements can be made to send your benefit payments to your spouse,
relative, or legal representative. The Program Administrator can provide
further information.

Program Amendment and Termination
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association and your employer reserve the
right to amend the program at any time. Your employer, along with the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Association, fully intends to continue this program.
However, the Association reserves the right to terminate the program at any
time, and your employer's participation in the program may terminate at any
time. Generally, if your employer's participation in this program is terminated
while you are receiving monthly LTD benefits, you will continue to receive the
monthly payments to which you are entitled. In the event your employer
Summary Program Description
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Program Funding
Your employer's LTD program does not require employee contributions; it is
funded solely by employer contributions at no cost to you. Your employer
makes contributions to the National Long Term Disability Trust Fund in the
amount determined by the annual actuarial valuation using an experience
rated funding method. The method is designed to develop sufficient assets in
the pooled Trust Fund so that funds should be available to pay benefits to
eligible disabled employees.

As an employee regularly scheduled to work at least 25 hours
a week, you are covered by the program on the first day of the
month after you work 12 months.

Program Trustee

Qualifying for LTD Benefits

Bankers Trust Company of New York
P.O. Box 1250
Church Street Station
New York, New York 10008

If you are disabled for 5 calendar months, you may qualify
for benefits on the first day of the sixth month. Benefits
can begin after you provide medical proof of your disability.

The Amount of Your Benefits

Program Administrator

Coordination of Your LTD Benefits With Other
Benefits or Payments

The Committee has delegated authority for the day-to-day operation of the
program to:
National Employee Benefits Administration
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
676 North St. Clair Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 440-6431

2

5

7

Your disability benefit is offset by any benefits you receive from
your retirement program, Social Security, Railroad Retirement, or
Workers' Compensation.

How Long LTD Program Benefits Continue

10

If you are under age 60 when you become disabled, your LTD
program benefits will continue as long as you remain disabled. If
you are between ages 60 and 65 when you become disabled, benefits
may continue for no longer than 10 years. If you are age 65 or older
when your disability occurs, benefits may continue for no longer
than 5 years. However, in all cases benefits will always stop when
you recover from your disability or if you die. Under limited conditions
you may work and still receive benefits from the program.

The Committee and National Employee Benefits Administration (NEBA)
interpret the program documents, prescribe procedures for applying for
benefits, adjudicate claims, distribute program information, and adopt
whatever rules and procedures are necessary for the program's smooth
functioning.

Applying for Benefits

Program Year

To apply for benefits, notify your employer two or three months
after you first become disabled. You will receive various forms
which you or your doctor must complete.

January 1 to December 31

Non-Contrlbutory National Long Term Disability Program

1

Your disability income will equal 60% of your monthly
compensation.

National Employee Benefits Committee
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
676 North St. Clair
Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 440-6431
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Program Facts and Administrative Details
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You should be aware of the following basic facts about the LTD program.

There are important administrative details and facts you
should know about the LTD program.

Your Rights Under ERISA
You are guaranteed certain rights under the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).

Program Facts and Administrative Details
Program Name
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The Non-Contributory National Long Term Disability Program

Program Identification Number
Program 501

Program Sponsor

7/95

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
676 N. St. Clair Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 440-6431
Employer Identification Number: #13-5656874
The Association sponsors the program for employees of participating Blue
Cross and Blue Shield organizations. This program has been adopted by your
employer:
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc.
532 Riverside Avenue
Jacksonville, Florida 32202
(904) 791-6111
Employer Identification Number: #59-2015694
In addition, Florida Combined Insurance Agency (EIN #59-1098056)
participates in the program along with Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida,
Inc.

Type of Welfare Program
Long term disability program

Type of Administration
Contract administration

Summary Program Description
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Applying for Benefits

LTD Coverage

After you are unable to work for two or three months and you expect your
disability to continue, contact your employer to obtain claim forms for you or
your physician to complete. For your claim to be processed quickly, it is
important that these forms are filled out correctly and completely and are
signed by you and your physician.

As an employee regularly shceduled to work at least 25 hours a week, you are
eligible for coverage under the program.

Return these claim application forms to your employer promptly so they will be
sent to the Administrator within three months after you stopped working.
(Claim forms filed a few months late are accepted, but may delay receipt of
benefits.) You have up to one full year after your injury or illness began to
submit your claim for benefits. If you file after the year is up, your claim can
be accepted only if you demonstrate to the Program Administrator that you
were not reasonably able to file for benefits within the one-year period.
Within 90 days after your completed application forms are received by the
Administrator, you should expect a determination as to whether or not you are
entitled to benefits under the program. If special circumstances cause a delay,
you will be notified in writing of the reasons for the delay and the date you can
expect a decision. In any case, you should have a written decision within 180
days after the Administrator receives your application forms.
If your claim is wholly or partially denied, you will be given an explanation of
the reasons for denial. This explanation will include the program provisions on
which the denial is based, will give a description of any additional material or
information necessary to complete your claim (and an explanation why such
material or information is necessary) and will explain what further steps you
may take if you do not agree with the denial. You or your legal representative
may make a written appeal of the denial within 90 days. You should state the
reason for your appeal, including evidence to support your claim, and send it to:
Manager, Disability Program, National Employee Benefits Committee
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
676 N. St. Clair Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

When Coverage Starts
Your coverage begins the first day of the month on or after you complete 12
months of service. Prior service with Blue Cross and Blue Shield organizations
also applies toward this service requirement.

When Coverage Ends
Your coverage will continue until the earliest of the following occurs:
•

you leave for any reason such as retirement, layoff or termination of
employment,

•

you transfer to another Blue Cross and Blue Shield organization which does
not participate in the program,

•

you reach the one-year anniversary of an authorized leave of absence and
do not return, or

•

your employer stops participating in this program.

If you transfer to another Blue Cross and Blue Shield organization that
participates in this program, your coverage will continue for up to 30 days after
you leave your current employer and before you begin employment with your
new employer. Your new employer will pick-up your coverage as of your new
employment date unless your prior Blue Cross and Blue Shield organization
service is less than the service requirement for participating in your new
employer's program.

In response to your appeal, the Manager, Disability Program, may ask for
additional medical evidence. The Manager, Disability Program, will respond to
your written appeal within 60 days. If for some reason there is a delay, you will
be notified. You can expect a written decision no later than 120 days after
receipt of your appeal. The decision will include the specific program
provisions on which it is based.
Further appeal of a claim denial may be made by writing to the Secretary,
National Employee Benefits Committee, at the address given above within 60
days after your receipt of the decision on your initial appeal. The subsequent
procedure to be followed is the same as in the initial appeal.
Summary Program Description
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Qualifying for LTD Benefits
This LTD program is designed to help you during periods of long term illness
by replacing a portion of your lost income. After five calendar months of
"disability", as defined in this program, you may qualify for benefits. You wi ll
be asked to provide medical evidence of disability before your benefits begin.
Your disability need not be permanent for you to be eligible for LTD benefits.

"Disability"
You are considered to be "disabled" under the LTD Program if medical
evidence satisfactory to the Administrator indicates you are wholly prevented
by reason of mental or physical disability from performing your regular
occupation or any comparable occupation. Since the Program is designed to
provide income protection, you will not be eligible for benefits if your medical
condition allows you to work in another occupation that has a salary level or
range similar to that of your occupation at the time you become disabled. For
example, assume your job at the time of disability had a salary range between
$26,000 and $34,000. If you could not perform your current job within that
salary range because it involved significant typing but you could handle a
customer service position with a similar salary range, you are not considered to
be disabled under the LTD program.

Proof of Disability
The Program Administrator will review the medical evidence you submit to
determine whether you qualify for disability benefits. The medical evidence
may include the physician's written statement regarding your diagnosis,
symptoms and treatment program. The Program Administrator may ask you to
submit additional medical evidence. For example, for acute or chronic back
pain, the Administrator may ask for medical evidence such as clinical progress
notes, physical therapy notes, X-rays, MRI and EMG reports. You are
responsible for paying any costs of providing the medical evidence.

may be employed for up to one month and receive your full LTD program
benefits. If you continue to be disabled after one month of such employment,
the monthly LTD program benefit will be reduced by 30% of the actual
monthly gross earnings from your employment. This 30% reduction will
continue until 24 months after you started this employment. After 24 months o:
employment, 50% of actual gross earnings will be offset from the LTD prograrr.
benefit.
You must notify the Program Administrator in writing within three months of
the beginning of your employment and furnish income verification, such as
copies of wage statements or your income tax return. Failure to give such
timely notice or provide such information will result in immediate termination
of benefits.
If you are employed several times during your disability, the non-consecutive
periods of employment will be added together to determine which earnings
reduction, if any, applies.
Even though your LTD program benefit during employment may be less than
before employment, your total monthly income while you are disabled and
working will increase because you will also be receiving earnings from your
employment.
If you discontinue your employment because of limitations resulting from your
disability, your monthly LTD program benefits will resume in full. You will
need to furnish evidence satisfactory to the Program Administrator as to how
your disability limits your ability to continue such employment.
If you discontinue your employment for reasons other than limitations
resulting from your disability (or fail to provide such evidence), your disability
benefit will continue to be reduced as described above, as if you were being
paid the amount of pay you earned during such employment.

The Administrator will periodically request that you submit proof of continued
disability. It is important that you provide the requested medical evidence in a
timely manner to prevent suspension or termination of benefits.
In addition, LTD benefits will be paid only if you are under the care of a
licensed and legally qualified physician and if you follow treatments prescribed
by your doctor which could improve your condition. Also, in order for your
benefits to continue, you must do one or more of the following, if required by
the Administrator: have an "appropriate care review" and be treated
appropriately for your condition, be examined by an independent physician,
cooperate with the medical management of your case, or be interviewed by a
professional rehabilitation consultant or other qualified person.
Summary Program Description
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How Long LTD Program Benefits Continue
Your LTD program benefits will end if you recover from your disability. The
decision regarding your disability status is made by the Program Administrator.
Therefore the Program Administrator will periodically request that you submit
medical evidence of your continued disability.
If you do not recover from your disability, disability benefits will generally
continue:
•
For your lifetime, if you become disabled prior to age 60 or if you were a
participant in the LTD program on January 1, 1987 and were over age 58 on
that date; otherwise:
•

For 10 years, if you become disabled at ages 60 through 64;

•

For 5 years, if you become disabled at or after age 65.

Benefits always stop at your death, since the program does not provide benefits
to any beneficiary.

Benefit Entitlement
Since the Program Administrator relies on information you and others provide
to make a determination of your benefit entitlement, any fraud,
misrepresentation, omission or false statement concerning your benefit
entitlement will result in the termination of your benefits. The Administrator
may fully investigate any suspected fraud, misrepresentation, omission or false
statement with respect to your benefit entitlement.

Employment During Disability
The LTD Program has features to allow you to work up to your potential
without losing all your LTD benefits. You may be able to do some work and
still receive LTD benefits. For example, you may be able to work part-time
while you are recovering, even if you can't work full time. Also, you might be
able to work in another occupation at a lower salary.
If you are receiving disability benefits and participate in a vocational
rehabilitation program approved by the Administrator, you will still be entitled
to benefits under the program during such time.
Also, during your disability, you may be able to return to work in some capacity
even though you're still considered "disabled" under the LTD program. You
Summary Program Description
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Application for Social Security Benefits
Most disabled employees also are eligible for Social Security benefits. To help
assure you receive all disability benefits to which you are entitled, this
program requires you to apply for Social Security disability benefits when you
become disabled. Since Social Security uses a different definition of
"disability," your approval or disapproval for Social Security disability benefits
does not affect your eligibility for benefits under this program although it will
affect the amount of your benefit. Generally, your Social Security disability
benefits can begin in the sixth month of disability if your disability prevents you
from doing any substantial, gainful work and is expected to last at least 12
months or result in death.
You should present your Social Security Award or Denial letter to the
Administrator as soon as you receive it. If you do not do so within 18 months of
the date you first become disabled your benefits will be suspended. If you are
initially denied Social Security disability benefits, unless the Program
Administrator determines that an Award of Social Security benefits is unlikely
and so informs you, you must pursue your claim for Social Security benefits
through the "reconsideration" and "administration law judge hearing" levels of
the Social Security Administration (SSA). You must furnish evidence of filing a
request for "reconsideration" to the Administrator within 6 months of the date
of the Social Security Denial. The Program Administrator may also require you
to refile for Social Security benefits at any time or pursue your claim to the
appeals council level of the SSA. The services of an authorized Social Security
assistance provider will be available to help you obtain Social Security
disability benefits which have been denied, if the Administrator determines
that an Award of Social Security benefits is likely. If you do not choose to use
the Social Security assistance provider, you must pursue Social Security
benefits on your own.
You are required to submit information to the Program Administrator to show
that you are attempting to obtain Social Security disability benefits. You will be
asked to sign a written authorization for the Program Administrator or its
authorized Social Security assistance provider to obtain information from the
SSA regarding your prior or pending claims. Further requests for signed
authorization forms may be requested at any time during your disability. If you
have been denied Social Security benefits and you fail to pursue your Social
Security claim, or if you do not provide a signed authorization within 60 days of
a request by the Program Administrator, your benefits under the program will
be reduced by an estimated Social Security benefit.
Benefits under this program are reduced by the amount of your Social Security
benefits. However, your LTD benefit is not reduced for cost of living increases
in Social Security. Also, you may enjoy the advantages of favorable tax
treatment afforded Social Security benefits.

Summary Program Description
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If you have questions about Social Security benefits, contact your local Social
Security office.

Exclusions
Of course, disability that occurs while you are not participating in the program
is not covered. In addition, the program does not cover any disability resulting
from an intentionally self-inflicted injury, service in the armed forces ( except
as required by federal law), wrongful use of narcotics, or participation in a
criminal act which is a felony (rather than a lesser crime) which results in
your conviction.
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received an overpayment, you will be required to send a check in the full
amount of the overpayment within 30 days of the date the Administrator sends
you written notification of the overpayment amount. In certain situations,
benefits may be suspended to recover the overpayment.

Taxes
Generally, you will have to pay federal income taxes on your disability income
from this program. However, all or a portion of your Social Security disability
benefits may be exempt from federal income taxes, depending on your total
income. Consult appropriate income tax guidelines, the Internal Revenue
Service, your attorney, or your accountant to determine if any of your disability
income is not subj ect to taxation.

Summary Program Description
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As long as you continue to pursue your denied Social Security disability

benefits as required under the program, your LTD program benefits will not be
reduced by an estimated Social Security disability benefit amount. However,
your LTD program benefit will be reduced by an estimated Social Security
benefit while your initial application is pending or if you do not pursue denied
Social Security benefits.
If you are still disabled at age 65 (or at ages 62 to 64 if you apply for early
Social Security retirement benefits), your LTD benefit will be reduced by your
Social Security retirement benefit.

Workers' Compensation Benefits
If you become ill or injured on the job, you may be eligible for workers'
compensation benefits. Workers' compensation may provide a disability
payment to help replace lost income.
Any income payments you receive from workers' compensation become part of
the 60% of compensation you receive during disability.
Workers' compensation benefits are determined by state law. The cost of
workers' compensation protection is paid entirely by your employer. If you
have questions about workers' compensation benefits, contact your employer
or the state workers' compensation office.

Third Party Liability
If you become disabled due to the negligence or fault of a third party, that third
party may be responsible for your lost income resulting from the disability. For
example, your disability may have resulted from an automobile accident
caused by another person. The program automatically is assigned the right of
action against a third party when the third party has caused you to be disabled
and entitled to LTD benefits as a result. If you bring a claim against a third
party under these circumstances, all past, present and future benefits payable
under the program must be included in the claim. When the claim is paid or
settled, providing you with a financial recovery, you will be required to
reimburse the program. If, at the time you apply for LTD benefits or at any
later time, there is a possible liability on the part of a third party for your
disability, you will be required to sign a third party reimbursement form. If you
fail to sign the form, you will waive your rights to benefits under the program.

The Amount of Your Benefits
The purpose of the program is to help ensure that you have income during
your disability. Your benefit is based on your basic compensation on January 1
of the year in which your disability began.

How Your Program Benefit Is Determined
The program is designed to help assure you a monthly income during disability
equal to 60% of your monthly compensation. This monthly income includes
your primary Social Security benefit plus any workers' compensation benefits.
(The term "Social Security benefit" means the benefit that would be payable to
you as a Social Security disability or retirement benefit) This monthly income
includes any Railroad Retirement benefit for which you are eligible. Since
your employer pays much of the cost of these government-required benefits,
the program adds together your income from Social Security, Railroad
Retirement benefits and workers' compensation benefits, then adds whatever is
necessary to bring your total monthly payments up to 60% of your
compensation.
For example, let's assume your compensation is $1,900 a month and you are
disabled within the meaning of this program. Your total benefits from all
sources equal 60% of your compensation:
Monthly compensation
Times benefit percentage
Equals total income protection

$1,900
X
60 %
$1,140

Assume you receive $700 a month in Social Security benefits. Since you
receive a benefit from Social Security, the benefit you receive from the
program is the difference between your total income protection: $1,140, and
your Social Security benefit of $700. Your LTD Program benefit is $440. If you
had any workers' compensation benefits, they also would be deducted from the
program benefit.
Continuing the prior example,
Total income protection
Minus Social Security benefit
Equals monthly program LTD benefit

$1,140
-700
$ 440

Overpayments
You will need to pay the program back for any overpayments that occur. Some
of the events that may cause an overpayment are a retroactive Social Security
Award, Railroad Retirement benefit, Workers' Compensation award or benefit,
retirement benefit, a return to work or third party recovery. If you have
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Compensation Limit
Federal law limits the amount of annual compensation that can be taken into
account in determining the monthly benefit that can be paid from the LTD
Program. In 1995, compensation in excess of $150,000 per year must be
disregarded. This amount will increase in certain years for cost of living
adjustments.

Minimum Program Benefits
If the income you receive from Social Security benefits, Railroad Retirement
benefits and workers' compensation benefits is more than 60% of your monthly
compensation, the LTD program still pays you a benefit. You will receive a
minimum monthly amount of $50. In other words, until you receive a pension
from your employer's retirement program, the program guarantees that you
will never receive less than $50 a month, as long as you are disabled. The
following example shows how this works:
For example, assume you receive monthly Social Security benefits of $500 and
workers' compensation benefits of $200. Your compensation before your
disability was $1,225 a month.
Monthly compensation
Times LTD benefit percentage
Total income protection
Minus Social Security benefit
Minus workers' compensation benefit
Equals remaining income protection

$1,225
X 60%
$ 735
-500
-200
$ 35

In this case, you will receive the minimum monthly LTD program benefit of
$50, bringing your total disability income to $750 each month ($500 + $200 +
$50).

Coordination of Your LTD Benefits with Other
Benefits or Payments
Coordination With Retirement Benefits
Your LTD program benefit will be reduced by the amount of your monthly
benefits from your employer's retirement program (including any retroactive
benefits).
The amount of offset will be the full lifetime amount payable at retirement
even though you may have elected to take a form of pension other than a
lifetime only benefit. For example, if you elected a reduced pension in order to
provide payments on your death to a beneficiary, the LTD program offset
would still be for the full lifetime amount. The retirement program offset may
reduce your LTD program benefit to less than the $50 minimum or eliminate it
entirely.

Social Security Benefits
Since your employer shares the cost of Social Security benefits, LTD benefits
coordinate with Social Security benefits (that would be payable as Social
Security disability or retirement benefits). In addition, your LTD benefits will
coordinate with Railroad Retirement benefits if you are eligible.
You may be eligible for Social Security disability payments if you are "disabled"
within the meaning of the Social Security Act definition. (That definition is
different from the definition used in this program. See page 2.)
The amount of the Social Security benefit is based on your length of
employment and earnings history. The cost of your Social Security protection
is included in the Social Security taxes paid by you and your employer.
VVhen your LTD benefits start, they will be reduced by an estimated Social
Security disability benefit amount. At any time that you receive a Social
Security Award or Denial, any needed adjustment will be made to your LTD
program benefit to account for any overpayment or underpayment of LTD
benefits made to you. (See Overpayments, page 8.) Should you receive a
Social Security Award, your LTD program benefit will be reduced for each
month that you are entitled to Social Security benefits.
You must appeal a Denial of Social Security disability benefits as required by
the program. (See Application for Social Security Benefits, page 3.) If you
pursue denied Social Security disability benefits, the reduction of your LTD
benefits by an estimated Social Security benefit amount will stop.
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Compensation Limit
Federal law limits the amount of annual compensation that can be taken into
account in determining the monthly benefit that can be paid from the LTD
Program. In 1995, compensation in excess of $150,000 per year must be
disregarded. This amount will increase in certain years for cost of living
adjustments.

Minimum Program Benefits
If the income you receive from Social Security benefits, Railroad Retirement
benefits and workers' compensation benefits is more than 60% of your monthly
compensation, the LTD program still pays you a benefit. You will receive a
minimum monthly amount of $50. In other words, until you receive a pension
from your employer's retirement program, the program guarantees that you
will never receive less than $50 a month, as long as you are disabled. The
following example shows how this works:
For example, assume you receive monthly Social Security benefits of $500 and
workers' compensation benefits of $200. Your compensation before your
disability was $1,225 a month.
Monthly compensation
Times LTD benefit percentage
Total income protection
Minus Social Security benefit
Minus workers' compensation benefit
Equals remaining income protection

$1,225
X 60 %
$ 735
-500
-200
$ 35

In this case, you will receive the minimum monthly LTD program benefit of
$50, bringing your total disability income to $750 each month ($500 + $200 +
$50).

Coordination of Your LTD Benefits with Other
Benefits or Payments
Coordination With Retirement Benefits
Your LTD program benefit will be reduced by the amount of your monthly
benefits from your employer's retirement program (including any retroactive
benefits).
The amount of offset will be the full lifetime amount payable at retirement
even though you may have elected to take a form of pension other than a
lifetime only benefit. For example, if you elected a reduced pension in order to
provide payments on your death to a beneficiary, the LTD program offset
would still be for the full lifetime amount. The retirement program offset may
reduce your LTD program benefit to less than the $50 minimum or eliminate it
entirely.

Social Security Benefits
Since your employer shares the cost of Social Security benefits, LTD benefits
coordinate with Social Security benefits (that would be payable as Social
Security disability or retirement benefits). In addition, your LTD benefits will
coordinate with Railroad Retirement benefits if you are eligible.
You may be eligible for Social Security disability payments if you are "disabled"
within the meaning of the Social Security Act definition. (That definition is
different from the definition used in this program. See page 2.)
The amount of the Social Security benefit is based on your length of
employment and earnings history. The cost of your Social Security protection
is included in the Social Security taxes paid by you and your employer.
When your LTD benefits start, they will be reduced by an estimated Social
Security disability benefit amount. At any time that you receive a Social
Security Award or Denial, any needed adjustment will be made to your LTD
program benefit to account for any overpayment or underpayment of LTD
benefits made to you. (See Overpayments, page 8.) Should you receive a
Social Security Award, your LTD program benefit will be reduced for each
month that you are entitled to Social Security benefits.
You must appeal a Denial of Social Security disability benefits as required by
the program. (See Application for Social Security Benefits, page 3.) If you
pursue denied Social Security disability benefits, the reduction of your LTD
benefits by an estimated Social Security benefit amount will stop.
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As long as you continue to pursue your denied Social Security disability
benefits as required under the program, your LTD program benefits -will not be
reduced by an estimated Social Security disability benefit amount. However,
your LTD program benefit -will be reduced by an estimated Social Security
benefit while your initial application is pending or if you do not pursue denied
Social Security benefits.

The Amount of Your Benefits
The purpose of the program is to help ensure that you have income during
your disability. Your benefit is based on your basic compensation on January 1
of the year in which your disability began.

If you are still disabled at age 65 (or at ages 62 to 64 if you apply for early
Social Security retirement benefits), your LTD benefit -will be reduced by your
Social Security retirement benefit.

How Your Program Benefit Is Determined

Workers' Compensation Benefits
If you become ill or injured on the job, you may be eligible for workers'
compensation benefits. Workers' compensation may provide a disability
payment to help replace lost income.

II

Any income payments you receive from workers' compensation become part of
the 60% of compensation you receive during disability.
Workers' compensation benefits are determined by state law. The cost of
workers' compensation protection is paid entirely by your employer. If you
have questions about workers' compensation benefits, contact your employer
or the state workers' compensation office.

Third Party Liability
If you become disabled due to the negligence or fault of a third party, that third
party may be responsible for your lost income resulting from the disability. For
example, your disability may have resulted from an automobile accident
caused by another person. The program automatically is assigned the right of
action against a third party when the third party has caused you to be disabled
and entitled to LTD benefits as a result. If you bring a claim against a third
party under these circumstances, all past, present and future benefits payable
under the program must be included in the claim. When the claim is paid or
settled, providing you -with a financial recovery, you will be required to
reimburse the program. If, at the time you apply for LTD benefits or at any
later time, there is a possible liability on the part of a third party for your
disability, you -will be required to sign a third party reimbursement form. If you
fail to sign the form, you will waive your rights to benefits under the program.

The program is designed to help assure you a monthly income during disability
equal to 60% of your monthly compensation. This monthly income includes
your primary Social Security benefit plus any workers' compensation benefits.
(The term " Social Security benefit" means the benefit that would be payable to
you as a Social Security disability or retirement benefit) This monthly income
includes any Railroad Retirement benefit for which you are eligible. Since
your employer pays much of the cost of these government-required benefits,
the program adds together your income from Social Security, Railroad
Retirement benefits and workers' compensation benefits, then adds whatever is
necessary to bring your total monthly payments up to 60% of your
compensation.
For example, let's assume your compensation is $1,900 a month and you are
disabled within the meaning of this program. Your total benefits from all
sources equal 60% of your compensation:
Monthly compensation
Times benefit percentage
Equals total income protection

$1,900
X 60%
$1,140

Assume you receive $700 a month in Social Security benefits. Since you
receive a benefit from Social Security, the benefit you receive from the
program is the difference between your total income protection: $1,140, and
your Social Security benefit of $700. Your LTD Program benefit is $440. If you
had any workers' compensation benefits, they also would be deducted from the
program benefit.
Continuing the prior example,
Total income protection
Minus Social Security benefit
Equals monthly program LTD benefit

$1,140
-700
$ 440

Overpayments
You -will need to pay the program back for any overpayments that occur. Some
of the events that may cause an overpayment are a retroactive Social Security
Award, Railroad Retirement benefit, Workers' Compensation award or benefit,
retirement benefit, a return to work or third party recovery. If you have
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If you have questions about Social Security benefits, contact your local Social
Security office.

Exclusions
Of course, disability that occurs while you are not participating in the program
is not covered. In addition, the program does not cover any disability resulting
from an intentionally self-inflicted inj ury, service in the armed forces (except
as required by federal law) , wrongful use of narcotics, or participation in a
criminal act which is a felony (rather than a lesser crime) which results in
your conviction.
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received an overpayment, you will be required to send a check in the full
amount of the overpayment within 30 days of the date the Administrator sends
you written notification of the overpayment amount. In certain situations,
benefits may be suspended to recover the overpayment.

Taxes
Generally, you will have to pay federal income taxes on your disability income
from this program. However, all or a portion of your Social Security disability
benefits may be exempt from federal income taxes, depending on your total
income. Consult appropriate income tax guidelines, the Internal Revenue
Service, your attorney, or your accountant to determine if any of your disability
income is not subj ect to taxation.
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How Long LTD Program Benefits Continue
Your LTD program benefits will end if you recover from your disability. The
decision regarding your disability status is made by the Program Administrator.
Therefore the Program Administrator will periodically request that you submit
medical evidence of your continued disability.
If you do not recover from your disability, disability benefits will generally
continue:
•
For your lifetime, if you become disabled prior to age 60 or if you were a
participant in the LTD program on January 1, 1987 and were over age 58 on
that date; otherwise:
•

For 10 years, if you become disabled at ages 60 through 64;

•

For 5 years, if you become disabled at or after age 65.

Benefits always stop at your death, since the program does not provide benefits
to any beneficiary.

Benefit Entitlement
Since the Program Administrator relies on information you and others provide
to make a determination of your benefit entitlement, any fraud,
misrepresentation, omission or false statement concerning your benefit
entitlement will result in the termination of your benefits. The Administrator
may fully investigate any suspected fraud, misrepresentation, omission or false
statement with respect to your benefit entitlement.

Employment During Disability
The LTD Program has features to allow you to work up to your potential
without losing all your LTD benefits. You may be able to do some work and
still receive LTD benefits. For example, you may be able to work part-time
while you are recovering, even if you can't work full time. Also, you might be
able to work in another occupation at a lower salary.
If you are receiving disability benefits and participate in a vocational
rehabilitation program approved by the Administrator, you will still be entitled
to benefits under the program during such time.
Also, during your disability, you may be able to return to work in some capacity
even though you're still considered "disabled" under the LTD program. You
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Application for Social Security Benefits
Most disabled employees also are eligible for Social Security benefits. To help
assure you receive all disability benefits to which you are entitled, this
program requires you to apply for Social Security disability benefits when you
become disabled. Since Social Security uses a different definition of
" disability, 11 your approval or disapproval for Social Security disability benefits
does not affect your eligibility for benefits under this program although it will
affect the amount of your benefit. Generally, your Social Security disability
benefits can begin in the sixth month of disability if your disability prevents you
from doing any substantial, gainful work and is expected to last at least 12
months or result in death.
You should present your Social Security Award or Denial letter to the
Administrator as soon as you receive it. If you do not do so within 18 months of
the date you first become disabled your benefits will be suspended. If you are
initially denied Social Security disability benefits, unless the Program
Administrator determines that an Award of Social Security benefits is unlikely
and so informs you, you must pursue your claim for Social Security benefits
through the "reconsideration" and " administration law judge hearing" levels of
the Social Security Administration (SSA). You must furnish evidence of filing a
request for " reconsideration II to the Administrator within 6 months of the date
of the Social Security Denial. The Program Administrator may also require you
to refile for Social Security benefits at any time or pursue your claim to the
appeals council level of the SSA. The services of an authorized Social Security
assistance provider vvill be available to help you obtain Social Security
disability benefits which have been denied, if the Administrator determines
that an Award of Social Security benefits is likely. If you do not choose to use
the Social Security assistance provider, you must pursue Social Security
benefits on your own.
You are required to submit information to the Program Administrator to show
that you are attempting to obtain Social Security disability benefits. You will be
asked to sign a written authorization for the Program Administrator or its
authorized Social Security assistance provider to obtain information from the
SSA regarding your prior or pending claims. Further requests for signed
authorization forms may be requested at any time during your disability. If you
have been denied Social Security benefits and you fail to pursue your Social
Security claim, or if you do not provide a signed authorization within 60 days of
a request by the Program Administrator, your benefits under the program will
be reduced by an estimated Social Security benefit.
Benefits under this program are reduced by the amount of your Social Security
benefits. However, your LTD benefit is not reduced for cost of living increases
in Social Security. Also, you may enjoy the advantages of favorable tax
treatment afforded Social Security benefits.
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Qualifying for LTD Benefits
This LTD program is designed to help you during periods of long term illness
by replacing a portion of your lost income. After five calendar months of
"disability", as defined in this program, you may qualify for benefits. You will
be asked to provide medical evidence of disability before your benefits begin.
Your disability need not be permanent for you to be eligible for LTD benefits.

"Disability"
You are considered to be "disabled" under the LTD Program if medical
evidence satisfactory to the Administrator indicates you are wholly prevented
by reason of mental or physical disability from performing your regular
occupation or any comparable occupation. Since the Program is designed to
provide income protection, you will not be eligible for benefits if your medical
condition allows you to work in another occupation that has a salary level or
range similar to that of your occupation at the time you become disabled. For
example, assume your j ob at the time of disability had a salary range between
$26,000 and $34,000. If you could not perform your current job within that
salary range because it involved significant typing but you could handle a
customer service position with a similar salary range, you are not considered to
be disabled under the LTD program.

Proof of Disability
The Program Administrator will review the medical evidence you submit to
determine whether you qualify for disability benefits. The medical evidence
may include the physician's written statement regarding your diagnosis,
symptoms and treatment program. The Program Administrator may ask you to
submit additional medical evidence. For example, for acute or chronic back
pain, the Administrator may ask for medical evidence such as clinical progress
notes, physical therapy notes, X-rays, MRI and EMG reports. You are
responsible for paying any costs of providing the medical evidence.

may be employed for up to one month and receive your full LTD program
benefits. If you continue to be disabled after one month of such employment,
the monthly LTD program benefit will be reduced by 30% of the actual
monthly gross earnings from your employment. This 30% reduction will
continue until 24 months after you started this employment. After 24 months of
employment, 50% of actual gross earnings will be offset from the LTD program
benefit.
You must notify the Program Administrator in writing within three months of
the beginning of your employment and furnish income verification, such as
copies of wage statements or your income tax return. Failure to give such
timely notice or provide such information will result in immediate termination
of benefits.
If you are employed several times during your disability, the non-consecutive
periods of employment will be added together to determine which earnings
reduction, if any, applies.
Even though your LTD program benefit during employment may be less than
before employment, your total monthly income while you are disabled and
working will increase because you will also be receiving earnings from your
employment.
If you discontinue your employment because of limitations resulting from your
disability, your monthly LTD program benefits will resume in full. You will
need to furnish evidence satisfactory to the Program Administrator as to how
your disability limits your ability to continue such employment.
If you discontinue your employment for reasons other than limitations
resulting from your disability (or fail to provide such evidence), your disability
benefit will continue to be reduced as described above, as if you were being
paid the amount of pay you earned during such employment.

The Administrator will periodically request that you submit proof of continued
disability. It is important that you provide the requested medical evidence in a
timely manner to prevent suspension or termination of benefits.
In addition, LTD benefits will be paid only if you are under the care of a
licensed and legally qualified physician and if you follow treatments prescribed
by your doctor which could improve your condition. Also, in order for your
benefits to continue, you must do one or more of the following, if required by
the Administrator: have an "appropriate care review" and be treated
appropriately for your condition, be examined by an independent physician,
cooperate with the medical management of your case, or be interviewed by a
professional rehabilitation consultant or other qualified person.
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Applying for Benefits

LTD Coverage

After you are unable to work for two or three months and you expect your
disability to continue, contact your employer to obtain claim forms for you or
your physician to complete. For your claim to be processed quickly, it is
important that these forms are filled out correctly and completely and are
signed by you and your physician.

As an employee regularly shceduled to work at least 25 hours a week, you are
eligible for coverage under the program.

Return these claim application forms to your employer promptly so they will be
sent to the Administrator within three months after you stopped working.
(Claim forms filed a few months late are accepted, but may delay receipt of
benefits.) You have up to one full year after your injury or illness began to
submit your claim for benefits. If you file after the year is up, your claim can
be accepted only if you demonstrate to the Program Administrator that you
were not reasonably able to file for benefits within the one-year period.
Within 90 days after your completed application forms are received by the
Administrator, you should expect a determination as to whether or not you are
entitled to benefits under the program. If special circumstances cause a delay,
you will be notified in writing of the· reasons for the delay and the date you can
expect a decision. In any case, you should have a written decision within 180
days after the Administrator receives your application forms.
If your claim is wholly or partially denied, you will be given an explanation of
the reasons for denial. This explanation will include the program provisions on
which the denial is based, will give a description of any additional material or
information necessary to complete your claim (and an explanation why such
material or information is necessary) and will explain what further steps you
may take if you do not agree with the denial. You or your legal representative
may make a written appeal of the denial within 90 days. You should state the
reason for your appeal, including evidence to support your claim, and send it to:
Manager, Disability Program, National Employee Benefits Committee
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
676 N. St. Clair Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

When Coverage Starts
Your coverage begins the first day of the month on or after you complete 12
months of service. Prior service with Blue Cross and Blue Shield organizations
also applies toward this service requirement.

When Coverage Ends
Your coverage will continue until the earliest of the following occurs:
•

you leave for any reason such as retirement, layoff or termination of
employment,

•

you transfer to another Blue Cross and Blue Shield organization which does
not participate in the program,

•

you reach the one-year anniversary of an authorized leave of absence and
do not return, or

•

your employer stops participating in this program.

If you transfer to another Blue Cross and Blue Shield organization that
participates in this program, your coverage will continue for up to 30 days after
you leave your current employer and before you begin employment with your
new employer. Your new employer will pick-up your coverage as of your new
employment date unless your prior Blue Cross and Blue Shield organization
service is less than the service requirement for participating in your new
employer's program.

In response to your appeal, the Manager, Disability Program, may ask for
additional medical evidence. The Manager, Disability Program, will respond to
your written appeal within 60 days. If for some reason there is a delay, you will
be notified. You can expect a written decision no later than 120 days after
receipt of your appeal. The decision will include the specific program
provisions on which it is based.
Further appeal of a claim denial may be made by writing to the Secretary,
National Employee Benefits Committee, at the address given above within 60
days after your receipt of the decision on your initial appeal. The subsequent
procedure to be followed is the same as in the initial appeal.
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Program Facts and Administrative Details
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You should be aware of the follovving basic facts about the LTD program.

There are important administrative details and facts you
should know about the LTD program.

Your Rights Under ERISA
You are guaranteed certain rights under the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).

Program Facts and Administrative Details
Program Name
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The Non-Contributory National Long Term Disability Program

Program Identification Number
Program 501

Program Sponsor

7/95

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
676 N. St. Clair Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 440-6431
Employer Identification Number: #13-5656874
The Association sponsors the program for employees of participating Blue
Cross and Blue Shield organizations. This program has been adopted by your
employer:
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc.
532 Riverside Avenue
Jacksonville, Florida 32202
(904) 791-6111
Employer Identification Number: #59-2015694
In addition, Florida Combined Insurance Agency (EIN #59-1098056)
participates in the program along vvith Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida,
Inc.

Type of Welfare Program
Long term disability program

Type of Administration
Contract administration
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Program Funding
Your employer's LTD program does not require employee contributions; it is
funded solely by employer contributions at no cost to you. Your employer
makes contributions to the National Long Term Disability Trust Fund in the
amount determined by the annual actuarial valuation using an experience
rated funding method. The method is designed to develop sufficient assets in
the pooled Trust Fund so that funds should be available to pay benefits to
eligible disabled employees.

As an employee regularly scheduled to work at least 25 hours
a week, you are covered by the program on the first day of the
month after you work 12 months.

Program Trustee

Qualifying for LTD Benefits

Bankers Trust Company of New York
P. O. Box 1250
Church Street Station
New York, New York 10008

If you are disabled for 5 calendar months, you may qualify
for benefits on the first day of the sixth month. Benefits
can begin after you provide medical proof of your disability.

The Amount of Your Benefits

Program Administrator

Coordination of Your LTD Benefits With Other
Benefits or Payments

The Committee has delegated authority for the day-to-day operation of the
program to:
National Employee Benefits Administration
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
676 North St. Clair Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 440-6431

2

5

7

Your disability benefit is offset by any benefits you receive from
your retirement program, Social Security, Railroad Retirement, or
Workers' Compensation.

How Long LTD Program Benefits Continue

10

If you are under age 60 when you become disabled, your LTD
program benefits will continue as long as you remain disabled. If
you are between ages 60 and 65 when you become disabled, benefits
may continue for no longer than 10 years. If you are age 65 or older
when your disability occurs, benefits may continue for no longer
than 5 years. However, in all cases benefits will always stop when
you recover from your disability or if you die. Under limited conditions
you may work and still receive benefits from the program.

The Committee and National Employee Benefits Administration (NEBA)
interpret the program documents, prescribe procedures for applying for
benefits, adjudicate claims, distribute program information, and adopt
whatever rules and procedures are necessary for the program's smooth
functioning.

Applying for Benefits

Program Year

To apply for benefits, notify your employer two or three months
after you first become disabled. You will receive various forms
which you or your doctor must complete.

January 1 to December 31

Non-Contributory National Long Tenn Disability Program

1

Your disability income will equal 60% of your monthly
compensation.

National Employee Benefits Committee
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
676 North St. Clair
Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 440-6431
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Agent For Service of Legal Process
Legal process may be served on:
Executive Director
National Employee Benefits Administration
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
676 North St. Clair Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611
�

In addition, legal process may be served on the Program Administrator or the
Program Trustee.

Participating Organizations
You can receive a complete list of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield organizations
which have adopted the program from your employer or the Program
Administrator.

Employment Non-guarantee
Participation in the program does not create any right to continued
employment or re-employment after disability.

Non-alienation of Benefits
Program benefits are not subj ect to sale, pledge, levy or any other transfer to
meet debts or obligations.

When You Cannot Manage Your Finances
If you are unable to manage your finances, under some circumstances
arrangements can be made to send your benefit payments to your spouse,
relative, or legal representative. The Program Administrator can provide
further information.

Program Amendment and Termination
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association and your employer reserve the
right to amend the program at any time. Your employer, along with the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Association, fully intends to continue this program.
However, the Association reserves the right to terminate the program at any
time, and your employer's participation in the program may terminate at any
time. Generally, if your employer's participation in this program is terminated
while you are receiving monthly LTD benefits, you will continue to receive the
monthly payments to which you are entitled. In the event your employer
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terminates participation in this program, or if the entire program is terminated,
no disability benefits shall be paid if you become disabled after the termination
date. If the entire program is terminated while you are receiving monthly LTD
benefits, generally you and the other disabled participants will continue to
receive monthly benefits to the extent the participating employers have
sufficiently funded the Trust Fund.

Introduction
Although most of us prefer not to think about it, the possibility of a serious
injury or illness is something we can't afford to ignore. It's true your health
insurance program will help pay your medical bills, but are you able to pay
your everyday expenses if you are unable to work for an extended period
because of a serious disability?
To help ensure financial security for you and your family during an extended
disability, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. provides the Non
Contributory National Long Term Disability Program -- or LTD program for
short. The LTD program is designed to be a source of income if you are unable
to work because you are disabled. The major provisions of your LTD program
-- as it applies to all active program participants as of June 1, 1995 -- are
summarized on the following pages.
Separate program descriptions that highlight the major provisions of the
program are prepared for most participants who are currently receiving
disability benefits. For such participants, however, the amount of the disability
benefit and other provisions are determined in accordance with the terms of
the program in effect on the date of disability. If you are a disabled participant
currently receiving disability benefits, contact your employer or the Program
Administrator for a copy of the Summary Program Description in effect on your
date of disability.
Please keep in mind that this is only a general summary of the provisions of the
complete legal documents that govern the program, its administration and the
payment of benefits. This general summary is designed to highlight certain of
the most important provisions that govern the program. It does not contain
every detail or the specific terms of the program. The rights and obligations of
participants and beneficiaries under the program are governed by the legal
documents. If there is any conflict between what is said in this summary
program description and the language of the program itself as set forth in
the legal documents, the program document language will prevail. You can
examine these documents without charge or receive your own copy by
contacting your employer.
If you have any questions about the program after reading this description,
please contact your employer or the Program Administrator.
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Your Rights Under ERISA
As a participant in the National Long Term Disability Program you are entitled
to certain rights and protections under the federal law known as the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). ERISA provides that all
participants shall be entitled to:
(1) Examine, without charge, at the Program Administrator's office and at
other specified locations, such as your employer's office, all program
documents and copies of all documents filed by the Program Administrator
with the U.S. Department of Labor, such as detailed annual reports and
program descriptions.
(2) Obtain copies of all program documents and other program information
upon written request to the Program Administrator. The Administrator may
make a reasonable charge for the copies.
(3) Receive a summary of the program's annual financial report. The Program
Administrator is required by law to furnish each participant with a copy of this
summary annual report.
In addition to creating rights for program participants, ERISA imposes duties
upon the people who are responsible for the operation of the employee benefit
program. The people who operate your program, called "fiduciaries" of the
program, have a duty to do so prudently and solely in the interest of you and
other program participants.
No one, including your employer, or any other person, may fire you or
otherwise discriminate against you in any way to prevent you from obtaining
an employee welfare benefit or exercising your rights under ERISA. ERISA
also states that, if your claim for a benefit is denied in whole or in part, you
must receive a written explanation of the reason for the denial. You have the
right to have the program review and reconsider your claim.
Under ERISA, there are steps you can take to enforce these rights. For
instance, if you request materials from the program and do not receive them
within 30 days, you may file suit in a federal court. In such case, the court may
require the Program Administrator to provide the materials and pay you up to
$100 a day until you receive the materials, unless the materials were not sent
because of reasons beyond the control of the Administrator. If you have a
claim for benefits which is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you may file
suit in a state or federal court.
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If it should happen that program fiduciaries misuse the program's money, or if
you are discriminated against for asserting your rights, you may seek
assistance from the U.S. Department of Labor, or you may file suit in a federal
court. The court will decide who should pay court costs and legal fees. If you
are successful, the court may order the person you have sued to pay these costs
and fees. If you lose, the court may order you to pay these costs and fees, for
example if it finds your claim is frivolous.
If you have any questions about your program, you should contact your
employer. If you have any questions about this statement or about your rights
under ERISA, you should contact the nearest Area Office of the U.S. Labor
Management Services Administration, Department of Labor.
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An independent licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
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Attached is the Summary Program Description (SPD) for Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida's N on-Contri butory National Long Term Disability Progra m . Significant
changes have been made to the LTD program to i nclude more LTD case management
techniques, vocational rehabilitation services and improved claims review procedures.
This SPD is updated as of J une 1 , 1 995.
Should you have any questions concerning this program, please contact either
Shirley Troutman at 904/79 1 -6408 or Cheryl Acevedo at 904/363-4624 , i n the
Compensation and Benefits department.
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield o f Florida, Inc. i s a n Independent Licensee o f the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.

